Looking for a unique experience for your class? Our Group Behind the Scenes tours offer the opportunity to explore up to three zookeeper and animal spaces not typically seen by the public. Learn about animal care, exhibit design, and conservation programs during this in-depth tour of our facilities.

Some of the many spaces available for touring are: the Zoo animal hospital, African elephant night house, Reptile House behind the scenes, and Sea Lion Cove kitchen.

Great for: School groups, scouts, STEM classes, and more! Tours can be tailored toward all ages.

- 4th grade (10 years old) and up
- Length: approx. 2 hours
- $20 per person plus zoo admission. Minimum of 20 guests/$400
- To book a Group Behind the Scenes, email adventures@fresnochaffeezoo.org

Reservations must be made at least two weeks in advance.